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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 
Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) take no responsibility for the contents of this 
announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy or completeness and expressly 
disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance 
upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.
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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

CHINASOFT’S JOINTFORCE HARMONY JOINT INNOVATION 
CAMP LAUNCHED ITS STRATEGIC LAYOUT 

IN ZHENGZHOU AFTER WUZHEN 
BUILD A DIGITAL INDUSTRY CLUSTER TO PROMOTE 

HARMONY ECOSYSTEM’S PROSPERITY

This announcement is issued by Chinasoft International Limited (the “Company”) as a 
voluntary announcement to allow the public to understand the latest information on the 
Company.

Chinasoft is pleased to announce that the Company’s JointForce Harmony Joint 
Innovation Camp has recently launched its strategic layout in Zhengzhou National 
High-tech Industrial Development Zone (“Zhengzhou High-tech Zone”). The Company 
will accelerate the integration of regional enterprises into the Harmony ecosystem by 
building an IoT innovation carrier around Huawei’s Harmony system, and guide 
Zhengzhou and the central region’s IoT, health, smart home, and Internet of Vehicles 
and other industry networking innovations, and become a booster for the rapid, 
intelligent and large-scale development of Zhengzhou’s industry.

Huawei officially released Harmony OS 2.0 and open sourced it this year. As Huawei’s 
“Sail on the Same Boat Partner”, the Company closely follows Huawei’s progress and 
accelerates the deployment of Harmony Joint Innovation Camp in the region, becoming 
a key driving force for the prosperity of Harmony ecology. The Harmony Joint 
Innovation Camp joins hands with Huawei Harmony system, HiLink, HiCar and other 
innovative ecosystems, as ecological connectors and amplifiers, providing IoT 
manufacturers and developers with full-scene enabling services such as training, access, 
development, certification, channels, and promoting local enterprises to quickly integrate 
into the Harmony ecosystem and reach tens of millions of new devices and users at a 
lower cost and faster speed.
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The Company will work closely with Zhengzhou High-tech Zone, relying on the 
government’s policy guidelines for industrial innovation and transformation and 
upgrading, combined with Huawei’s “1+8+N” smart all-scenario strategy, integrate the 
core technology elements of the AIoT industry and the Information Technology 
Application Innovation industry, and establish AIoT and Information Technology 
Application Innovation digital infrastructure to help Zhengzhou build a world-class 
high-tech park. Relying on the Harmony Joint Innovation Camp, the Company will 
provide full-stack IoT enabling services:

1. As a leading service provider of Huawei’s ecological solutions, the Company 
builds the Harmony Joint Cloud Platform, which connects Harmony, HiLink, HiCar 
and other Huawei ecosystems on the cloud, and provides a package of services 
such as training, access, channels, development, and certification for regional 
sensor and Internet of Things enterprises to accelerate the industry’s intelligent 
upgrade and scalable development;

2. The Harmony open source community gathers developers to develop high-quality 
IoT solutions and smart scenario solutions for regional manufacturing companies 
to achieve cross-technology and cross-industry integrated applications, and help 
companies complete product’s smart scenario upgrades and marketing displays;

3. Catalyze collaborative innovation with smart high-tech experimental grounds, and 
aggregate DT innovation workshops, technology salons, expert lectures and other 
services to broaden cooperation areas and deepen cooperation and exchanges for 
regional enterprises, so as to accelerate the integration of regional enterprises into 
the Huawei and JointForce ecosystem. The integration plan will be promoted 
nationwide and become a model for the intelligent upgrading of the global industry.

JointForce Harmony Joint Innovation Camp takes Wuzhen as the starting point, the 
launched its strategic layout in Zhengzhou this time marks the Company’s acceleration 
of the national layout of Harmony Joint Innovation Camp and demonstrates the 
Company’s firm determination to deeply cultivate Huawei’s Harmony ecosystem. 
Looking forward to the future, the Company will take cities as the point and industry as 
the line to form a city-level Internet of Things with all things connected, and promote 
Harmony system to become the new standard of the Internet of Everything, and jointly 
build a digital intelligence ecosystem with high intelligence, low latency, multiple 
terminals and multiple scenarios.
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